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The natural Markov structure for population growth is that of genetics: newborns inherit types 
from their mothers, and given those they are independent of the history of their earlier ancestry. 
This leads to Markov fields on the space of sets of individuals, partially ordered by descent. The 
structure of such fields is investigated. 
It is proved that this Markov property implies branching, i.e. the conditional independence of 
disjoint daughter populations, The process also has the strong Markov property at certain optional 
sets of individuals. An intrinsic martingale (indexed by sets of individuals) is exhibited, that 
catches the stochastic element of population development. The deterministic part is analyzed by 
Markov renewal methods. 
Finally the strong Markov property Found is used to divide the population into conditionally 
independent subpopulations. On those classical limit theory for sums of independent random 
variables can be used to catch the asymptotic population development, as real time passes. 
branching processes * population growth * Markov fields 
1. Introduction 
Is there any natural Markovian structure in population growth? Or to be more 
precise, in tolerably general models for populations of independently reproducing 
individuals? 
Certainly we cannot take the population size itself as Markovian in continuous, 
physical time. That would have well-known absurd consequences at the individual 
level: life spans must be exponentially distributed and mothers give birth as an 
age-homogeneous Poisson process, and possibly also by splitting at death. 
But even the much more sophisticated Markovianness in age distributions, 
assumed in most demography and biological population dynamics, subsumes 
undesired, or at least, quite special properties of individual life. Indeed, the process 
which gives at each instant not only the number of individuals born but also their 
ages, can only be Markovian if individual reproduction point processes have 
independent increments. (Otherwise additional information about who is whose 
daughter would be relevant for population forecasts.) But by Kingman’s theorem 
(Kallenberg, 1983, pp. 56-59) the births then still form a Poisson process, or possibly 
occur at fixed ages. 
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It thus seems that the only acceptably general Markov population processes of 
independently reproducing individuals are those in discrete time-the generation 
counting (multi-type) Galton-Watson processes. However, from an empiric point 
of view these are of little avail except for the study of time-independent phenomena, 
like ultimate extinction. Still, their existence provides a hint: maybe the difficulty 
in Markov modelling of population growth consists not so much in finding a proper 
state space, but rather in realizing that the natural “time” is the genealogical, only 
partially ordered, family tree, rather than physical time. 
Indeed, from genetics we may take the basic dependence structure to be mothers 
passing on a type (the “genotype”) to the newborns at their birth, that type 
determining a probability law over a space of possible life careers, the latter being 
thus independent of everything else, once the type is given. 
We shall use this idea to formulate general branching processes in abstract type 
spaces as Markov random fields, indexed by sets of individuals, partially ordered 
by descent. Existence, uniqueness and a strong Markov branching property will be 
exhibited. Here the Markov property means that, given the types of a set of 
individuals, then the population stemming from the set will be independent of the 
history of its earlier ancestry. The branching property is our name for the conditional 
independence between daughter populations of different individuals, given their 
prehistory and provided none of them stem from the others. It turns out to be a 
beautiful, simple consequence of the theory that the Markov property actually 
implies branching. In other words, there are no other population processes 
Markovian over descent trees than branching processes. 
We shall also exhibit an intrinsic martingale, indexed by sets of individuals, which 
catches the stochastic element in population growth. The mean growth is analyzed 
in Markov renewal terms. In the supercritical case the classical x log x condition 
will turn out to guarantee uniform integrability and hence L’-convergence of this 
martingale with only partially ordered indices. The martingale convergence will 
finally be combined with some classical limit theory for sums of independent random 
variables, to yield limit theorems on population growth in real time and the stabili- 
zation of population composition over ages, types, etc., in the supercritical case. 
The strict formulation of the model will be in terms of a general Ulam-Harris 
family space, as in Nerman (1984), or for the one type case in Jagers (197.5) and 
in Jagers and Nerman (1984). The main impetus for this work, however, comes 
from the tree-space ideas by Neveu (1986) and Chauvin (1986). In particular, the 
fundamental concept of ‘stopping line’ (i.e. a set of individuals where no member 
stems from any other member), first appeared in Chauvin’s paper. In 1980 D. Grey 
(1988) had similar ideas, looking for a framework for various martingale appearing 
in branching processes. A methodological prerequisite for the work is modern 
Markov renewal theory where I have chosen to rely upon the formulation by Niemi 
and Nummelin (1986). The intrinsic, set indexed martingale we use is derived from 
Nerman’s (1981 and 1984) real time martingale and the results on the real-time 
process in our last section are close to those obtained by Nerman (1984) by 
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L2-arguments. The methods however, a combination of weak L’-convergence with 
classical limit theory, bear more resemblance to Cohn’s (1985) proof for the one-type 
case. For a law-of-large-numbers approach to this case cf. Nerman (1981). 
2. Basic notions 
In the classical Ulam-Harris family space each (possible) individual is identified 
with his descent: an individual is a vector of positive integers, x = (x,, x2, . . , x,,) 
being read as the x,th child of the.. . of the x,th child of the x,th child of the 
ancestor, the latter denoted by zero. In other words, the space of individuals is 
I= lj N", 
n=O 
where No = (0) and N = { 1,2, . . }. On individuals it is good to have notation for 
some simple operators or functions: For 0 # x = (x,, . . . , x,-, , x,), 
mx = (X,) . . . , x,-,) 
is x’s mother, mx = 0 if x E N. Also 
rx = x, 
is x’s rank (in her sibship). If x, y E Z we write xy for the concatenated individual, 
having first x’s and then y’s coordinates. In particular Ox =x = x0 and mxrx =x. 
For any x E 1, g(x) is x’s dimension or generation, 
g(x)=n e XEN”. 
Obviously m”+’ x must be x’s nth grandmother, provided g(x) > n. It will be suitable 
to stop this regression at the ancestor, so that mO:= 0. 
If for some n y = m”x, we write x > y and say that x stems,from y. By convention 
this includes m”x = x. This obviously renders I a partially ordered set, and indeed 
a semilattice (every non-empty finite subset has a lower bound, the last common 
ancestor). The partial order will play a crucial r61e in the sequel and much of the 
theory will be valid for abstract semilattices. Here, let us only mention three further 
examples: 
a. Binary splitting, UTzi=, { 1,2}“, or any subset of I, which is a tree in the sense 
of Joffe (1978) and Neveu (1986). 
b. The continuous semilattice Zu N”. 
c. The doubly infinite pedigree (Jagers and Nerman (1984)). Write Z_ = 
(0, -1, -2, . . . ) to be interpreted as a special (e.g. randomly chosen) individual, 
‘Ego’, followed by her mother, grandmother etc. Then 
Z-XI 
is a doubly infinite space of individuals, centered around Ego. In this space -j has 
daughters -j + 1, (-j, i), i E N. 
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However, we shall stick to the Ulam-Harris space I. In this case the progeny of 
any set M c Z, 
Pr M := {x E I; x > M}, 
can be written M x 1. (Some algebraic literature uses TM for this set.) Here, of 
course x > M means that x > y for some y E M. Generally we write L> M if all 
x E L stem from M. 
As pointed out in the introduction stopping lines or, for short, fines are particularly 
interesting sets of individuals: Lc Z is a (stopping) line if x, y E L, x f y+x YC y. 
Thus, a line here is not at all the same as a genealogical line, but rather something 
cutting those. Any set M of individuals is initiated by a line, that might be called 
the head of the set, hM: 
hM:={x~ M;y<x,y#xJy@M}. 
Several properties of these sets of individuals are easily realized, like h Pr M = 
hM, Pr( Lu M) = (Pr L) u (Pr M) and the following. 
Proposition 2.1. Zf L, M = Z are stopping lines, then L = Me Pr L = Pr M. q 
We turn now to the life space (0, ~2). An element w E R is a possible life career 
and any property of individuals like their mass at some age or their life span is 
viewed as a measurable function on the life space. In particular this applies to 
reproduction, defined by a sequel of maps 0~ ~(1)s ~(2)s. . . <CO from the life 
space into the extended positive real line, ~(k)(w) being the age of an individual 
with life career w when she begets her kth child. If T(~)(O) = 00, the kth child is 
never born. 
At birth any child gets a type in an abstract type space S with a countably 
generated sigma-algebra 9’. These types are given by measurable functions p(k) : R -+ 
S, k E N, p(k) being the type of the kth child. The reproduction process is thus the 
point process 
[(AxB):=#{k;p(k)~A,7(k)~B}, AE.Y, BE%, 
93 the Bore1 algebra on R,. 
From the life and type spaces we construct the population space 
(n,&q:=(SxR’,YxA’), 
an outcome of which thus consists of a starting type, for the ancestor, and then a 
life career for each individual in I. For M = I write IV,,,, for the projection S x 0’ + 
flM and U, = UC\-,. Of great importance are the pre-L-sigma algebras 
9~:=.Yxa(UX;x>L)=Yxcr(U,;x,67PrL), 
for Lc I. (Properly speaking, they are “ex-Pr L” rather than “pre-L”.) As above 
we write 9x for sfX,. 
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Since L-C M+Pr L1Pr M+SLc 2FM, it holds that: 
Proposition 2.2. {.FL; Lc Z} is a jiltration under <. q 
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The following can also be immediately seen: 
Proposition 2.3. SLUM = gL n SM and SL =shL. q 
To lift an entity x defined on the life space into the population space write 
xx =x0 ZJx 
for the x-value pertaining to x E I. In particular 5X = 5 0 U, is x’s reproduction 
process. However, we let 7, denote T( TX) 0 U,, , i.e. x’s mother’s age at x’s birth. 
Similarly pX := p(rx) 0 U,, is x’s type. If x is defined on S x R. It will be fitting to 
let xx denote ,v(p_ U,). 
Finally assume the ancestor born at time zero, i.e. define the birth times of x E Z by 
ug=o, ux=u~~.x+r7,, OfXEI. 
Here u\- = ~0 has the interpretation that x is never born and 
%?={xEz;C7,<CO} 
might be termed the set of realized individuals. 
3. The probability measure 
Now, as hinted in the introduction, assume for each s E S a probability measure 
P(s, . ) given on the life space. The functions s + P(s, A) should be measurable, 
A E .&. We shall see that such a kernel defines, to each s E S, a unique probability 
measure $, on the population space, which has the property that, given p. = s and 
the type pX of x, x’s life follows the law P( pX, . ) independently of the process for 
the rest. 
Indeed, the space of individuals can be enumerated in such a way that a mother 
always precedes her daughters. For any x E Z we may therefore define a transition 
probability for the life law of x, given pO and the lives of individuals preceding x 
in the enumeration, simply to be P( pX, .). By Ionesco Tulcea’s theorem (Neveu, 
1965, p. 162) this defines a unique probability measure EJ’, on (S x On’, Y x 4 ‘) such 
that p,,= s and the following holds for finite dimensional sets: For any finite set, 
M, of individuals write 
AnM:={xcI\M;SyEM,xiy) 
for the set of proper ancestors of M, and 
w,={w,;x~M] 
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for the restriction of an outcome to life careers of individuals in M, We = U,(W), w = 
( po, 0,; x E I). Define 
(Recall that under P,, 
Px(W) = 1 P(~X)(%J, x f 0, s, x =O.) 
It also follows that for any A E Yx ti ‘, s + P,(A) is measurable. 
The obvious fact that the formation of the finite product measure under the 
integral is associative leads to Neveu’s and Chauvin’s (1986) succinct formulation 
of the Markov and branching properties. To state it write S, := ( px, Uprf,,) for the 
type of x and the projection on the progeny of x E I. In another interpretation, this 
is the translation that renders x the ancestor (cf. Jagers, 1975). 
Theorem 3.1. Let Lc I be a stopping line and cpX, x E L, non-negative measurable 
functions on the population space. Then, for any s E S, 
[E, denoting expectation with respect to P,, s E S. 
Proof. Assume L to be finite and consider for any x E L finite J, c I, writing 
xJ,: ={xy: y EJ,}. Assume that An J, =@, i.e. that J, with any individual contains 
all her ancestors. Then with p. = s, 
P,U-‘(An L) u UxtL xJ,(dw) = n P(P,,(w), do,) 
= H f’(dw),dw,,) II Fl P(p,z(w), d+,z) 
.,a c An L XFL ;tJ, 
=$.5 U,lL (dw) Fl $p, U,’ Cd@). 
XEL 
The general result follows from considerations of a sequence of finite L, t L, 0 s cpX s
1, monotone convergence and backwards martingale convergence applied to the 
conditional expectations given 9L,, when SL,, 4 SL. 0 
Here we used an argument that will appear several times, that L, c L,,, 3 L,,, ( 
L, and hence SL,,+, c SL,, . 
The Neveu-Chauvin form directly exhibits the announced beautiful fact that the 
Markov property implies branching, i.e. that conditional independence of disjoint 
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daughter processes is actually a consequence of the Markovianess on the population 
three: 
Theorem 3.2. Consider a probability measure 6,, s E S, on the population space (S x 
fl’, Y x d ‘) such that for any x E I Sxl9x has the distribution fi,, . Then, for any line 
L c Z the S,, x E L, are conditionally independent given SL. 
Proof. It suffices to consider finite lines, so assume L = {x,, x2, . . . , x,}. Let cp_, : S x * 
R’ + [0, l] be arbitrary measurable functions, i = 1,2,. . . n. Then, E, denoting 
expectation with respect to @,, s E S, 
We used first that %L c PX,, and then the Markov assumption. Repeating the 
argument we conclude that 
4. Optionality and strong Markov branching 
The purpose of this section is to extend Theorem 3.1 to random stopping lines, 
which are “predetermined” or optional in the appropriate sense. Thus we define a 
random set of individuals 
to be optional if (9 < L} E .?FL for all L= I. If 4 is both optional and a stopping line, 
we shall call it an optional line. The definition is obviously patterned after that of 
optional times, for general such work in partially ordered index sets cf. Helms 
(1958), Hiirzeler (1986), Kurtz (1980) and Neveu (1975). Note, however that by the 
tree structure any random set always containing the common ancester 0 satisfies 
{.Fi L}~{O<L}=Sxn’E9~, 
for any Lc Z, and so must be optional. 
Here are some examples of random sets of individuals: 
a. 3, = {x E I; a, s t} is the set of realized individuals by t. Since 0 E ?!I,, the set 
is optional. 
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b. Obviously the set 9? = {x E I; a, < ~0) of ever realized individuals is also 
optional. 
c. Assume that A : R + R, is a life spun. Write A, = A 0 U,, as agreed, for x’s life 
length. Those alive at t, 
.%,={xEI;Cr~,dt<u,+A,} 
is neither optional, nor a line. 
d. But the coming generation at t, 
~,={xEI;ff,,~t<u,<cO} 
is both, since it is obviously a stopping line and, for any Lc I, 
e. Define the nth individual X, appearing, n = 0, 1,. . . , by ordering individuals 
according to their birth times, and by some genealogical rule guaranteeing that 
mothers precede daughters, if several individuals are born simultaneously. Since 
{X,} is a singleton it is trivially a stopping line and since 
{X, < L} = {Vx E hL 3k; mkx =X,} E SL, 
it is also optional. 
f. The realized nth generation N” n 6% = {XE N”; a, <CO} is an optional line. 
Following the text-book pattern we define for any optional set 4 the pre-$-algebra 
SJ by 
It is easy to check that Fa is really a u-algebra and that several other simple facts 
hold: 
Proposition 4.1. Zf { 9 < L} E SL for all jinite L, then 9 is optional. Zf 9 is optional 
then AE%$ e An{9<L}E9Lfor allfinite L. 
Proof. Let finite L, t L. Since L,,, = L,, L,+, < L,, SL,,+,c SL,, and 9~ = f-k go,, . 
Thus { $ -C L,} E SL,, for all n implies that 
The second assertion follows in the same manner. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Zf 9 = M (a constant set cl), then 4 is optional and p9 = FM. 
•I 
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Proposition 4.3. For any optional 9 and any L c I, { 9 i L} E ?;a. 0 
Proposition 4.4. If $,g are optional and 4 < 8, then S9 c 9$. 0 
Lemma 4.5. If $ is an optional line, then 9 E S, in the sense that, for all x E I, {x E 4 } E 
pS. Also {xE$}E~~. 
Proof. Take any x E I. Clearly {x E .9} = (9 < x}\{ 4 < mx} E S, by Proposition 4.3. 
By optionality the same set belongs to Fx, since 9,,,Yc sx. 0 
Note that Lemma 4.5 is not valid for general optional sets. E.g. {x E 912/,} = {v\- s t} 
and 
Proposition 4.6. For any optional line 9 and any set L of individuals, {L c 4 } E S9 n SL 
and (9~ L}E F9. 
Proof. Since L is countable, 
{L~$)= n {XE9}E~s,. 
XtL 
Since 4 is a stopping line, 
{Lc4}= n ({9<L}n{4<mx}‘). 
* t 1. 
But as each { 9 < mx}’ E S, by Lemma 4.5, the whole intersection must be in FL. 
Similarly 
{,ac L}={L’c4}= (-) {XE$}‘G*f. 0 
XGL’ 
Corollary 4.7. For 9, L as above { 9 = L} E ?T8. Cl 
Proposition 4.8. If 4 is an optional line and A E S, or A E SL, L c I, then A n { 9 = L} E 
FFrJ.YL. 
Proof. In the first case, A E 9., the corollary directly yields An { 4 = L} E 4, first 
and then 
An{4=L}=An{9=L}n{9<L}~~~. 
The case A E FL follows similarly. q 
Lemma 4.9. If { $a,} is a sequence of optional lines stemming from one another, 
4 II+, < 9,,, then 9 = h IJ, Pr 4, is an optional line and SJ = n, S9,, 
Proof. For any finite L= I, 
{~aL}={LcUPr4,}=U{LcPr$,)=U(4,<L}E~L1 
n n n 
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showing that 9 is optional by Proposition 4.1. It is a stopping line by definition. 
Since 4 < 9, for all n, 9$ c 0, 5F9,, . But for finite L and A E n,, SFrr, 
A~{$<L}=UA~{~,<L}E~~ 
n 
proving that A E .5F3 and hence .F9 3 0, 9$,, . 0 
Proposition 4.10. The intersection of an optional line with a fixed set of individuals 
remains an optional line. 
Proof. We must only check optionality. Take finite K, Lc I and write 4 for the 
optional line. Then 
{4nK<L}= I._, {MC.9}ESL 
MCK 
M-CL 
since each {M c 9) E S,,, c SL by Proposition 4.6. But for general K there are finite 
sets K, t K, 9 n K,,+, <$nK, and$nK=hu,,Pr$nK,. 0 
Proposition 4.11. If 4 is optional, so is 4 n 3. 
Note. Obviously Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 are special cases of an assertion about 
4 9, where 9 should some {x 9 } 4r_ for x L u An L, = I. 
In sequel we often lP or lE $,, lE,, E S. 
Lemma 4.12. Let cp : S x 0’ + R, be measurable, L c I, and 4 an optional line. Then, 
on {9=L}, 
Proof. The set X of cp such that lE[cpl %L]l~s=L) E 9J is obviously closed under 
differences and increasing limits. By Corollary 4.7, 1 E 82 By Theorem 3.1 it holds 
for A E .FL and measurable cpx 3 0, x E L, that 
UIA n cpx o %I ~L11(9=LI = lan{.o-L} rJL ~,,[%I = l/In(.9=L) rI$ q%l. 
XGL 
If L is not a stopping line equality still holds, since both sides vanish. 
By Proposition 4.8, An { 9 = L} E SL. As the measurability of s + E,[ cp,] is well 
established, Proposition 4.5 yields that the right-hand side of the equality is measur- 
able with respect to p9 and hence that all functions, A E 5FL, 
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By the closure argument known as Dynkin’s lemma it follows that all tE[cp] SJ1t,F_LI 
must be measurable with respect to S9 (cp assumed integrable). 
Now let A E S,. Then, An { 4 = L} E 9L and thus 
proving the lemma, as { .P = L} E &. 0 
Corollary 4.13. Let cp he as above and 4 an optional line that can equal only countably 
many sets, 2 being the class of these. Then 
Qcpl F9 I= c Ucpl ~Lll(S=LI. 
LF Y 
In particular this holds with 2 the class of finite subsets of I, if 4 is finite. 0 
Let us now consider such a finite optional line 4 and a cp of the form 
Then, by the corollary and Theorem 3.1, 
Now, do not any longer ask that 4 is necessarily finite, and assume 0~ cpX d 1 to 
avoid some nuisance. Then for finite sets K, t I9,, = 9 n K, will be finite optional 
lines such that JJ~+, i4, and h(U.Pr$,)=h(U,$nK,)=h(4)=4. Hence,by 
Lemma 4.9, SF = n,, SF,, . By backwards martingale convergence (cf. Neveu, 1975, 
p. 118 e.g.) it follows that, as n + ~0, 
Thus, the strong Markov branching property is proved: 
Theorem 4.14. Let 4 be an optional stopping line and (px : S x fl’ 3 [0, 11, x E I measur- 
able functions. Then, s E S, 
5. The intrinsic martingale 
We shall now single out for study the wide class of populations that turn out to 
grow in a Malthusian manner, i.e. exponentially, thereby also stabilizing their 
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composition, as we shall see. The crucial r61e in this analysis belongs to the 
reproduction kernel CL, 
/_L(s,AxB)= 
I 
5(AxB)(w)P(s, dw) 
fl 
=E,[&,(AxB), SES, AEY, BE%, 
and its Markov renewal properties. Not to get off the main track we give notation 
and conditions for this theory rather quickly, following mainly Niemi and Nummelin, 
1986. This means that we shall work with spread-out-ness and in the coupling 
tradition rather than following the analytic, Feller-style approach. Markov renewal 
theory for general state spaces in the latter style has been developed by Shurenkov 
(1984). 
For any A E R we define 
~A(r,dsxdu)=e~hu~(r,dsxdu). 
The composition operation ‘*’ denotes Markov transition on S and convolution on 
R+, so that 
~*~(s, Ax B) = /_L*/_L(s, Ax B) = 
I 
~(r,Ax(B-u)p(s,drxdu). 
SXR. 
Further any kernel to the *-power 0 is 1 Ax R( s, 0) giving all mass to (s, 0). The renewal 
measures are 
and it is assumed throughout that the Maltkusian parameter CX, 
(Y := inf{A; vA(s, S x R,) < 00 for some s E S}, 
is finite. The kernel p ( , . x R,) should also be r-irreducible for some sigma-finite 
measure QT, v denoting the maximal such measure (cf. Nummelin, 1984, p. 13), and 
it should be what Niemi and Nummelin call a-recurrent, i.e. V, (s, A x R,) = 00 for 
all s E S and A E Y with n-(A) > 0. (For some discussion about when this might be 
the case cf. Jagers, 1984.) 
If all this holds there is (Nummelin, 1984, p. 70) a strictly positive and n-almost 
everywhere finite eigenfunction h, 
I h(.s)p,(r,dsxW+)=h(r), reS, S
and v can (and will) be also taken as invariant for pu,,, 
j~~(s,Ax[W+)n-(ds)=~(A). 
s 
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Further we require even strong a-recurrence, namely that 
ocp= t e-"' h(s)~(r,dsxdt)rr(dr)<~, 
SXSXR, 
meaning in branching process parlance that the mean age at child bearing is finite 
and positive. Then (cf. Nummelin, 1978, p. 124) h E L’[n] so that we can (and shall) 
norm to 
h(s)rr(ds) = 1. 
s 
Clearly then hdr is the stationary probability measure of the Markov transition 
kernel Q(s, A x R,), s E S, A E 9, defined by 
Q(r,dsxdt)=h(s)e-“‘p(r,dsxdt)/h(r). 
All these conditions will be summarized by saying that the population considered 
is Malthusian. If the Malthusian parameter LY > 0, the population is supercritical, 
being critical or subcritical according as cy = 0 or a < 0. 
As mentioned we shall further ask that the kernel is spread out, i.e. that for each 
S, p*“( s, . ) is for some n non-singular with respect to the product of v with Lebesgue 
measure. 
From now on we consider only Malthusian populations (though for some results 
this is unnecessarily restrictive). The intrinsic process or (super)martingale 
{w,; M c I} is defined to be 
W M= x e-““\ h( p,-). 
.xi M 
Note that We = M’~~.~. For lines 15, {w,_} is clearly adapted to the filtration { S(,}. 
To formulate the martingale property of {We} we need a definition: A stopping line 
M covers L if M 1 L and any individual stemming from L either stems from M or 
has progeny in M. If M covers the ancestor it may simply be called covering. The 
class of covering stopping lines will be denoted by % We also write g(M) = 
suPXEM g(x). 
The origin of this intrinsic process is the real time martingale 
introduced by Nerman (1984). In our terminology Nerman’s martingale is { w,~! ; t E 
R,}. Indeed 4, < 4,,, if t c t’, and they are optional lines. 
Theorem 5.1. If LX M are stopping lines, then 
E[W,(.FJC WL. 
[f M with g(M) CC CO covers L, equality holds. 
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Proof. We consider first the case of inequality for finite M and use induction over 
the generations following L: If M c L, then obviously L-C M and 
E[w,IFJ~lE[wJ5J= WL. 
Make the induction hypothesis that if 
n-1 
McLxU Nk, 
k =,I 
then the inequality asked for holds, and consider an M included in 
Lx ij Nk, 
A=0 
so that 
E[w,/ 9J =E[w Mr>(Lx”;I;IN”~I ~Ll+~[WMn~LxN”,I $4. 
Write 
=lE C e-““\h(p,) 9L =E[w,lSJ, 
li A I 1 
But (M n (Lx lJ:l: Nk)) u A must be a stopping line included in LX ULI: N”. 
So the induction hypothesis yields that 
A general M can always be approximated from within by finite M,, t M. Monotone 
convergence concludes the proof of the inequality. The covering case is harder 
because no finite covering lines exist, besides (0). However, the proof will follow 
from the subsequent lemmas. Cl 
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Lemma 5.2. The class of covering stopping lines is a lattice in the sense that fL, M E %, 
there is a “jrst” element Lv M in Fe such that L< Lv M and M < LV M, and 
Li K, M < K E %*Lv M i K. Similarly, there is a “last” element LA M in %, such 
that L and M both stem from LA M. 
The proof follows from consideration of sets 
L, ={XE L; 3y~ M,x<y}, L?={xE L; M<x} 
and the corresponding partition M, , M2 of M. The asked for sets are L, u M2 and 
L,uM,. 0 
Lemma 5.3. ZfL~%andg(L)=sup,,,g(x)<oo, then lE,[w,]=h(s),s~S. 
Proof. For any kE N repeated use of the eigenfunction property of h yields 
1 [E,[e-““\ h( p,)] = 
-EN’. 
C 1 [E,[e~““,[E[e-““,““~ h( p, 0 S,)) Sx]] 
xtNkm’ icN 
=,,Ei _, Me-““xh(p,)l= . . . = h(s). 
For any x E I and n kg(x) therefore 
= C E,[ep”“\l h( p,,)]. 
Y-N” “” 
Now let L be a covering stopping line and write I,, = Utli Nk for short. By the 
proved part of Theorem 5.1, 
h(s)=[E,J~,~l]~E~[w d = C k[e-““~ h(p,)l 
xcLnl,, 
= c &__,,,, Q[em”“,l h(p,,.)l 
xt Ln,,, yc N 
= .,Z,,, Uep”“~ h(p,)l. 
\-ZL 
Since wLnI,, t wL, monotone convergence yields 
h(s)zUwJ=~l_;, x~N,,~,Ce-““~h(~x)l 
= lim C [E.,[e-~*“~ h(p,)] = h(s), 
n-m it N” 
if only g(L) -C 03, so that finally all x E N” stem from L. 0 
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Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 5.1: Assume that M with g(M) <co 
covers L. Then, for each x E L, {y; xy E M} is covering with finite maximal generation. 
Lemma 5.3 yields 
In terms of %&, the class of covering stopping lines with finite maximal generation, 
we can state the obvious 
Corollary 5.4. {w,; L E %,} is a martingale with respect fo { SL; L E %,}. q 
6. Uniform integrability and convergence of the intrinsic martingale 
Since {w,; L E Ye,} is thus a non-negative martingale, any sequence L, < L,,, E ?ZO 
yields a.s. convergence of wL,, to some limit. Convergence of the whole martingale 
itself is slightly harder to establish (cf. Neveu, 1972, p. 95ff). Indeed, L’-convergence 
is what we should hope for. It turns out that uniform integrability is guaranteed by 
the classical x log x criterion, which now takes the following form: 
Define 
,$:= 
I 
e -“‘h(s)[(ds x dt) 
SXR, 
and write E, for expectation with respect to j, P(s, dw)r(ds). The x log x condition 
is 
E,[ilog+ f]<a 
Theorem 6.1. Consider a Malthusian branching population, satisfying x log x. For 
almost all s E S[ 7r], {w,; L e %?,,} is uniformly lP,-integrable. 
Proof. Take any LE % and some K c I with g(K) <a, and any set A E SK. Write 
L, = {x E L; g(x) d n}. By monotone convergence 
Uw,,,; Al t ‘UWL; Al 
and by Theorem 5.1, 
U W&i A] s E[ w~,,~,, ; A] G [E[ usN” ; A] s E[sup wN” ; A]. 
,1 
Since the sigma-algebras SK with g(K) < M generate Y x .d ‘, it follows that wL s 
sup, wN” almost surely [P,], s E S. Therefore the claimed uniform integrability would 
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follow from sup, wN” E L’[P,], r-almost all s E S. This will be proved by one of 
Asmussen’s methods (Asmussen and Hering, 1983, p. 23ff). 
Write 
6(s, t)=e”‘E,[v; /T1>eR’], s+zS, 
E, being integration on 0 with respect to P(s;) for pO= s. Decompose 
and 
say. Since 
a,+,+b,+,, 
E,[v; /v/Sea’] = -e”‘S(s, t), 
[Era,,,,] = E[f&,+, 1 SN”] = E[b,+,l = Elk,+, 1 9N”l = 0. 
Further 
SE 
[ 
C e 
\EN" 
2’rrr~ E,,,[T~; 1~1 de”‘] Ilzcr, . 
1 
In the notation 
Y(A x B) = #{x~l; px ,G A, rx E B}, 
so that 
&[Y(AxB)]= f p*“(s,AxB)=v(s,AxB), 
n:ll 
thus 
t Var,[a,+,]s f Var,[a 
II=” n=” 
e -‘“‘Es[v2; Iq/<e”‘]v(r,dsxdt). 
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If we could replace e -n’~(r, ds x dt) by its Markov renewal theory limit, as t + ~0, 
we would obtain, but for constants, 
I 
n-2 
e-“‘E,[v2; jnlsen’]~(ds) dt= 4ds)E,[n2 e -O’ dt] 
SXR s u ‘log/V 
By assumption. But there is (cf. Jacod, 1971, p. 98 e.g.) a unique measure G on S x R,, 
G(AxB)= Q(s, Ax(f, a))h(s)dds) dt/P 
= h(r)~(.~, drx (t, a=)) 
such that 
cc 
G * 1 Q*“=(h)Oh, 
here A stands for Lebesgue measure, 
/m-(A) = h dn, 
A 
and Q was defined in Section 5. Since 
em”‘h(s)v(r,dsxdt)/h(r)= i Q*“(r,dsxdt), 
n -0 
I II e -2*‘Es[~2; l~lGecrf (l/h(r))G(drxdu) .sXR+ SXR+ 
x(1/h(s)) f Q*“(r,dsxdt-u) G(drxdu) 
n==ll 
x(1/h(s)) f Q*“(r,dsxdt-u) 
,I-(1 
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as we have already seen. Hence a.e. [G], 
CO> J e ~2nr~,[771;1771~eu’]v(r,dsxdt-u) SXR, 
e P2a(‘+u)~s[n2; /77)~ea”+u’]y(I;dsxdt) 
SXR, 
3 e -2uu e ~2rr’Es[~2; /vI<e”‘]v(r,dsxdt). 
It follows that a.e. [z-l, 
f Var,[a,,+,]~~s~~+e’..‘11,[~~;l~l~e~’]v(r,d~xdt)<~ 
n=O 
and by a basic martingale result (Neveu, 1975, p. 68 e.g.), 
n 
sup C anil 
n n =o 
is in L2[Pr], FE S[7r]. 
We proceed to {b,,,} in the decomposition: 
to be called <. Since 
I~(P,, ~,)l~e~~a”~Ep,[Id; I >ea’ll,=~, =~[e~““~l~,lli,~~,-~,~~~~,~l~~l, 
it follows that 
= 2 
J 
e-“‘E,[lT/; 1nl>e”‘]v(r,dsxdt). 
SXR, 
As before, if integration with respect to e-“’ v(r, ds x dt) could be replaced by 
integration with respect to the limit measure we would have an expression propor- 
tional to 
E,[/~/; Iv/> e”‘]r(ds) dt = J%[IvI ~ogld; lvl> lldds)l~ 
s 2 
J 
~%[I51 hkll~(d~~), 
s 
since 171 s g-t h(s), E,[z] = h(s), and by Jensen’s inequality. Thus, through con- 
volution with G we may again conclude that a.e. [G], 
J e-nc’+u’Es[]nl; 1~]>e*“+“‘]v(r, dsxdt)<a. SXR, 
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But 
E[l7l; Iql>e Cz(f+U)] = E,[171; 171 >e”‘]- E,[lv1; e”‘<171<ea(‘+u’] 
zE,[lql; ~7j~>e”‘]-E,,[7j2; l~lGe”“+“‘]e~“’ 
= E,[JrlJ; Jr)/ > em’] - E,[7j2; 1~) > e’r(‘+u)] eP”“+“’ err”. 
We have already seen that the second term has an integral that is a.e. [G] finite. It 
follows that again a.e. [rl, 
+ lbr7+Il] s.7 I,,,+ e”‘E,[(~/; (77(>e”‘]u(r,dsxdr)<m. 
Finally, 
O~supw,~~~h(p,)+sup 
n n 
and thus must be P,5 integrable for almost all s t S [ ~1. 0 
From one-type branching processes, it is clear that x log x is the best possible 
condition. A blemish on our theorem is however that its conclusion is only valid 
for s in an unspecified subset of S, albeit of full r-measure. In default of anything 
better this can be mitigated by an “x(log x)““’ condition plus spread-out-ness: 
Theorem 6.2. If the population is Malthusian and spread out and satisjies 
E,[~(log+ ,-,‘+q < 02 
for some F > 0, then {w,; L E T$} is uniformly integrable with respect to any P,5, h(s) < 
a%. 
Sketch of proof. The procedure is as in the preceding proof up to the two integrals 
i 
e P2n’E,Y[v2; Ir]/~e”‘]v(r,dsxdt) 
SXR, 
and 
I 
e~“‘E,[~~/];~~~>e”‘]v(r,dsxdt). 
SX’R, 
Since x/ (log x) ‘+’ increases for xa e, 
e-“‘E,Y[q2; 171 se”‘] Ge*-“’ + E[lrll(log+ l~l)““ll(~~)“‘. 
Also 
E,[IvI; 177I>e”‘ls &[1?7l(lw+ l~l)‘+‘l/(~f)‘+‘. 
The convergences 
~,~(r,Ax(s+n))~h(r)~~A)h(B)/P, 
valid for any A E 9, B E 9 if h(r) < ~0 (Niemi and Nummelin, 1986), conclude the 
proof. Cl 
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Under the conditions of these theorems L’-convergence for martingales with a 
directed index set (Helms, 1958, cf. Neveu, 1975, p. 96) yields that for almost all 
s E S, or all s with h(s) < ~0, there is a w, such that 
WI. = E,[w, I9L1, 
and as L filters to the right (i) in %‘,, 
in I,‘($,). In particular this holds for any sequence {w,,?}, with L, -C L,,, and 
inf, 0 g(x)+oo, which also must converge a.s. P,, as n +CO. L’(P,)-convergence as 
L filters to the right (<) of course means that to any F > 0 there is an L, such that 
L, -=C L=XEJw,- w,l< F. 
It may seem discomforting that there is a w, for each P,Y. However w, is a function 
SX 0’ -+R+ and if we can show that s only enters this way w,~ can be identified 
with a w on S x a’, P,y forcing the first coordinate of the argument to be s. And, 
actually, 
iim inf wN” := u’ 
n-CC 
exists everywhere, {wN,r} is a non-negative martingale under any P,, and therefore 
P,( w f IV,) = 0. These last conclusions deserve to be summarized: 
Theorem 6.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1 (or 6.2) there is a random variable 
w 3 0 such that for r-almost all s E S (or all s such that h(s) <CC) 
WL = E,[ w I9J 
and wL ““‘) f w, as L E Y’,, jilters (<). If L, < L n+, E Y& and to any x E I there is an 
L, such that x has progeny in L,,, wL,, + w, as n + Co, also a.s. P,, . 0 
As hinted in its presentation, the intrinsic martingale has particular interest when 
evaluated at certain random sets of individuals, like the coming generation at t, 4,, 
or the (realized) nth generation, Zti = N” n ~2. 
Lemma 6.4. Let 9 and L be an optional and ajx stopping line, respectively. Then, on 
(9 < Ln 31, &[%I%9 1 s w,,. lf L covers 9 and L n 3 is finite, then equality holds. 
Note. N” n 9?, e.g., is finite if only PY([(S x R,) < ~3) = 1, s E S. Weak conditions on 
the reproductions kernel yield the finiteness of 
4% S x [O, tl) = &[#~,I 
The finiteness of any ?!I~ combined with that of ((S x R,) forces 9, to be finite, as 
well. 
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Proof. 
K, t I be finite sets and write 9 n K, = 9,. Then 9 < $,,+, < 9, 
and (Lemma 4.9) 
By backwards martingale convergence (Neveu, 1975, p. 118), 
E[wLIFY,,l+~[wLIFYl. 
But since Ln92 is finite, {9,,<Ln~}~{9aLn%?}. Hence 
Qw,l% lli.Y<Ln!s?) ~~[WLl~~,~ll~.~,~<Ln:~l (3 w.9 l{s,,<LnJ)), 
+ w9 1{.9<Ln.97), 
with equality if L covers 4. 0 
We shall now widen the definition of covering slightly, saying that .Y covers 2 if 
4 covers 2 n %! in the old sense. Thus only realized individuals enter the definition. 
Theorem 6.5. Assume the conditions of Theorem 6.1 and that, for all s E S, !!P,(c( S x 
R,) < 00) = 1. If 4 is a covering optional stopping line with g( 9) <CO, then for r-almost 
all s E S, 
Proof. If g(4 ) < n, then certainly 4 < N” n 22. Hence by Lemma 6.4 in the case of 
equality 
[E[w,,,/ %ll{g(.9.)snj= W.Y l{g(9)all. 
AS n +a, l~g(,Vj__nj t 1 and wN” + w a.s. and in L’, yielding 
E[wlF$]= w.9. 
(We allow ourselves to omit the a.e. r and a.s. P, qualifications.) 0 
Corollary 6.6. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem w,~ + w (almost all 
L’(P,), s E S) as 9 jilters (<) in the class of covering optional stopping lines with 
g(9) <CO. If (9,) is a sequence of such elements 9, < 9,,+, tending to infinity in the 
sense that for any x E 94 there is an n such that x has progeny in 9,,, then wa,, + w a.s. 
[P,] and in LIP,), s E S[T]. 0 
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Lemma 6.4 makes it possible to exhibit the submartingale structure also at optional 
stopping lines: 
Theorem 6.7. If 4 i 2 are covering optional stopping lines with g(2) < CO, then 
Qw‘, I SF- 1 c WY. 
(Under the conditions of Theorem 6.5 equality holds.) 
Proof. Arguing as above we write 
WS &.(.Y)-sn) = [E[WN”IFY l~~p(.Y,-rn)=~~~~~~~~I~~lI~P^gl~~~,(s~~.i 
=IE[w,,l~,,~,,,,/9,l1~,~,,~~,,+~~~~~,~~I~~l~(,~~Y,=n~l~.l. 
Let n-co. 0 
General optional sampling theorems for martingales with partially ordered indices 
have been given by Kurtz (1980) and Hiirzeler (1986). 
7. Asymptotics in real time 
The-non-Markovian-development in real time of some aspect of a branching 
population (like the total number of births, y, = #?I/,, the number of individuals 
“alive”, or the number below some age at time t may be followed through so called 
random characteristics (Jagers, 1975, Jagers and Nerman, 1984). These are additive 
functionals formed from a measurable function 
X:Sxfl’xR+R t, 
the characteristic. This one is assumed to vanish if its last argument (interpreted as 
age) is negative (or -CO), and also to have realizations which are right continuous 
and have left limits in this argument (i.e. are D-valued). The X-counted population 
at time t, z:, is then defined by 
z::= c x(X0 r-vx)= c x,(r-a,). 
xtl XE, 
Thus xX is the caracteristic pertaining to the individual x E I. But note that xX need 
not be determined by x’s life only. Characteristics which are so, i.e. can be written 
x( pX U,, t - a,), are called individual. For examples of processes thus arising, cf. 
Jagers (1975). 
If .Y is an optional stopping line and x an individual, we shall write x<Jj if x 
precedes 9 strictly in the sense that it does not itself belong to .Yj but has descendants 
in it. For any covering 4 a fundamental equation holds, 
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We assume throughout this section that the population is Malthusian. Then we 
can norm the fundamental equation by e”‘h(s). With notation 
5, =e-“‘z:lh(~~), P4(+frYX(SI, r-%)lh(Po), 
we then obtain that 
&=~.~(r)+ C 5;~rr,os,e-““~h(p,)lh(p,). 
XCY 
In terms of 
w,(Ax B)= C emarrx h(p,)lh(p,). 
\-tiVl 
p,EA,cr,EB 
this leads on to 
EL& I S9 I= e-“‘E[cp.9 (t) IS, I+ 
I 
[E[Llw., (ds x du) 
SXR, 
and the Markov renewal equation holding for means, 
A classical form of this is obtained by the choice Z, = N n 97. for 2. Then 
cps = xlh( PO), w.9 (ds x du) 
=e -““h(sX(ds x du)lh(p,), UYV (ds x du)l 
=e -““h(.s)p(r, ds xdu)/h(r). 
Analysis of this, or direct arguments as in Nerman (1984), yields the asymptotic 
mean behaviour, as time passes: 
Theorem 7.1. Consider a spread-out supercritical Malthusian branching population 
counted by a characteristic x such that sup, e TEs[x(t)] is integrable with respect to 
T, e-“‘E.5[x(t)] is so with respect to rr@A (A being Lebesgue measure on R,), and 
lim,,, e -“‘E,[x( t)] = 0. Then, for rr-almost all s E S, as t + Co, 
em?Er[zf]+ h(s) ePU”e,[x(u)]v(dr) du/p := h(s)E,[~(a)]/ap, 
SXR, 
in an obvious notation for Laplace transform. (7he mean age at childbearing, /3, was 
introduced in Section 5.) 
Note. If sup,,, e -“‘iE,[x( t)]/h(s) <a, then the first integrability condition holds, as 
j h dr = 1. If sups, IE,.[x( t)]/h(s) < cc also the second must be satisfied. As pointed 
out, the theorem can be reformulated, essentially by replacing spread-out-ness by 
direct Riemann integrability of expected characteristics (cf. Shurenkov, 1984). 
Note also that the convergence ema’Es[_v,]- h(s)v(S)/c@(y, = z:“+) does not 
follow from this, unless inf h > 0. 
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Proof. In terms of 
we can write 
= E,[x(t-u)]v(r, dsxdu). 
SXR, 
Hence 
e-“‘lE,[zf] = 
I 
e P”“?EJx( t - u)] v( r, ds x du) 
SXR, 
and the assertion follows from Niemi and Nummelin (1986) and Nummelin (1978, 
p. 133). cl 
From this first asymptotic result we proceed to weak L’-convergence, then conver- 
gence in distribution, in probability and, finally, in L’. (Weak L’-convergence may 
not be a terribly popular concept in probability theory-it means that expectations 
over any set converge, cf. Neveu, 1965, p. 118.) 
Theorem 7.2. Add x log x, jiniteness of &( S x W,), and inf h > 0 to the assumptions 
of Theorem 7.1 and assume that, for each fixed t, y, is uniformly integrable over its 
starting type pO = s E S. Then, as t + Co, 
ePufz:+ h(s)wE,[i(a)]/@ 
weakly in L’(P,$) for almost all s E S [T]. 
Note. Under our general assumptions the uniform integrability condition that, for 
fixed t, 
lim E,[y,; y, > u] = 0 
u-m 
uniformly in s, is trivially satisfied in the single- (or finite-) type case. For short we 
shall refer to this condition by calling the branching population itself uniformly 
integrable. 
Proof. Assume that x(t) vanishes for t > n and choose for t 3 f0 > n, 4 as 
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Then, in the fundamental equation above, ~p.~ (t) = 0 provided t > 2t, and, since 
wg (ds x du) only gives mass to a finite number of points, 
as t+oo 
U5, I % I= ~,[Lulws (ds x du) + U?(~)lw.aldA 
(Theorem 7.1). For any A E @9,0 therefore 
E,[G; Al~iE,[~(a)l[E.~[~g,,~; All@ =LLi?(~)l~.Sw; All@. 
But {p $,,); to > n} generates all of Y x d ‘. 
Now assume for the time that x is bounded by n and write K = inf h > 0. Then, 
since x > ,a,_,=+ t - ur 4 n, we have (9 = 9a,_,) 
5, < C e-““x h(P.x)V, o &/Kh(Po). 
x t .Y 
We shall show that 5, is uniformly integrable. Therefore let E > 0 be given. By the 
uniform integrability of the y, 0 S,, x E I, there is a 6 > 0 such that P(A I& ) < 6 + 
tE[y, 0 S,; Al 9$] < &K/n2. (Recall that the y, 0 S, given 9 are distributed like a 
bunch of y,,( po) for different starting types pO.) 
Now consider an A with $,(A) < a,,, the latter to be chosen shortly. If 
B = {$,(A I FY ) < 81, 
then 
6,> P,(A) 3 $,(A n B) s 6$,(B). 
Hence, with prime for complement, 
Kh(s)[E,[l,;A]sE, iE c e-““xh(p,)ny,~Sx;A % ; B’ H ss.a I 1 I 
S &Kh(S) + n sup E,[y,]E,[W.y ; B]. 
This can be made arbitrarily small by choice of So small enough (by Theorem 6.5), 
proving the uniform integrability [PSI of l,, and thus of epa’z:, for t 3 to. 
By the Dunford-Pettis theorem (Neveu, 1965, p. 118, or Dunford and Schwarz, 
p. 289) these e pa’~: are weakly L’-compact, and the weak L’-convergence follows, 
for x: s of the kind assumed. 
The general case follows by truncation: Let cp : S x R’ + [0, l] be measurable and 
write for a given x, 
xCn)(s, w, t) = lIo,,dt)x(s, 4 w) A n, 
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A for minimum. By the special case considered 
E,[ep”‘zf”)cp]+ h(s)[E,[wcp][E,[~‘“‘(cu)]/cup. 
Writing &,[,$(“)(a)] for this limit, we see that 
]Es[ee”‘z:cp] - clE,[i(~)]l GE,[eP(z: - z:““)cp] +IEc[em”‘z?“cpl 
- &[/?“‘(~)11+4W,$(~)1 -b7W%)11. 
The first term is majorized by 
~,[e~“‘z:]-~,[e~“‘z:‘“‘]~h(s)[E,[~(a)-~’”’(a)]/ap 
by Theorem 7.1. By choice of n large and monotone convergence this can be made 
arbitrarily small. The same applies to the last term, whereas the middle one is the 
case treated. q 
We consider now again a x of the special kind considered in the proof and write 
m,(t) = E~[~~l, 77, = it-m,(t). 
For any I > c > n consider 
6,-WZISp,_Cl= C {f;-~,,os,-m,,(t-~~)]e-““~h(p.~)lh(p,) 
.XtJ,-, 
= r ir w,,, OS, ep”“~h(Px)lh(d. 
xt.F,_, 
This is a sum of random variables, which are independent and have expectation 
zero under the conditional law P( .I pp,_,). For any u > 0, r E S, 
c $Jlrlt-V, ~s,le-““~h(p,)lh(~o)>vl~~,~,) 
.xt.9-_, 
= 
I 
~.~(lrl,-,l> u e*“h(r)lh(s)) e”“lh(s)w.,,~~(dsxdu) 
SXR+ 
where v’= vh(r). But since XG n, XE 4,_,=3t -a,~ c, and inf h(s) = K > 0, the vrPu 
are uniformly integrable. Thus for E >O given choose t large enough, so that 
u = u.~ 2 t - c, x E 4,_, and, for all r E S, 
~r[l?7,-ul; Iv,-~I > v’ en? < FV’. 
Then 
By the a.s. convergence of any subsequence of {w,,; t 2 0}, any subsequence of (5,) 
under ~(1 F9,_,) is not only a sum of uniformly asymptotically negligible summands 
but must even have canonical limit measures without mass outside [-v, v]. And 
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u was the only limits are divisible with 
measures, which only have mass in the origin (cf. Feller, pp. 583-588 or Loeve, 
in particular p. 317). 
To check this mass consider, for any v>O, 
Since E,[yC] is bounded by the uniform integrability assumption, it follows that no 
weak limit of n,l 9,_C, t + CO, can have any mass canonical measure mass at the 
origin either. Thus, for almost all s E S[T], u E [w, 
P,[C, -Ui, I9,m.l G u) = L[P,(rl, d u I ~,-,)I + l,+(u). 
It follows that, for v-almost all s E S and any c 2 n, 
i~-~Kl~,-cl+o 
in $,-probability. 
However, if we write 
Y := Kc(~)lI~P 
for lim,,, m,(t) by Theorem 7.1, then 
In terms of 
R(s, Ax B) = EJww,vr(Ax B)llh(s), 
the expectation on w,$, satisfies 
k[wq(A x WI/h(s) = I , 
Q(r,Ax Bn(t-u,co))R(s,drxdu). sx[o ,,
By strong recurrence (and the other conditions for the Markov renewal theory 
already assumed) this converges as t + 00 to 
I Q(s, Ax B n (t, a)V(s)dds) dt/P 
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(Nummelin, 1978, p. 133) and if we write T for t - c, 
sx~ lm,(~+c--U)-yyl~,[w.~~(dsxdul 
+ 
can be made arbitrarily small for large r by choice of c large. By Corollary 6.6 the 
same is true for rr-almost all L’(P,)-norms of E[& 1 S,_c] - yw. The convergence 
in probability follows for almost all P,. Since it holds also L’-weakly by Theorem 
7.2 it holds even strongly in L’(P,), a.e. r (cf. Zaanen, 1967, p. 385). 
The approximation argument used in the proof of Theorem 7.2 can now be used 
to extend this L’-convergence to ePU’ z: for characteristics not necessarily bounded 
or vanishing outside some bounded interval. In conclusion: 
Theorem 7.3. Consider a branching population and a characteristic such that the 
conditions of Theorem 7.2 are satisjed. Then, for rr-almost all s E S, 
em”‘zf’+ h(s)E,[i(a)]w/ap 
strongly in L’(lP,), as t+cO. q 
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